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Swaging is a forging process in which the dimensions of an item are altered using a die or dies, into which the item is 
forced. Swaging is usually a cold working process; however, it may be done as a hot working process. The term 
swage can apply to the process of swaging (verb), or to a die or tool used for swaging (noun).  In 2000, I developed 
this method specifically for attaching pin findings to re-purposed traffic signs, enabling me to use the colorful, 
reflective fragments as brooches. My technique works best on the soft, thick (usually 2.5mm +) aluminum traffic sign 
sheet.  
 
You will need: hammer (ball-peen or dead-blow), 1/8” drill bit, drill press (best) or flex shaft, three hollow-punches 
as outlined below, side cutters, 7/16” long x 0.045” diameter tie tack Posts (RGA #661210) with a 3mm pad, tie tack 
clutches (RGA #631234 0.045” or similar), abrasive pad. 
 
Making the Punches:  Buy a large, common nail set tool set (Home Depot) or concave chasing tool set 
from a jeweler’s supplier.  My favorite punches were commissioned and made by Valentin Yotkov 
(http://www.valentinyotkov.com) twelve years ago.  
 
Shape 3 punches by first annealing them to take out their temper. Use a 1.5mm bit with lots of coolant fluid and 
slowly drill into center of each punch by hand (on a small lathe is best for centering hole) at least as deep as the tie 
tack posts’ length (mine are over 14mm deep).  Then grind with various ball-burrs, preferably diamond-grit, to create 
3 concave punches of incrementally varying depth (0.9mm deepest, next 0.7mm, and finally 0.3mm).  Polish the 
insides and edges of the punches (white-diamond/ buffing wheel).  Re-temper the heads of the tools.  Now they are 
ready to use for swaging the tie tack posts! 

 
1 Re-sharpen a standard 1/8” diameter (approx. 3.2mm) drill bit to have a 
duller point angle of 150 degrees (standard is ca 118 degrees) the larger this 
angle becomes, the deeper you will be able to drill into the material> the more 
material will be able to grip the pin when it is set. 
 
Now drill a ‘blind’ hole, at least 1 mm deep, being VERY careful not to drill all the 
way through.   
 
Prepare the tie tack posts by clipping away the protruding ‘nib’ on the pad 
 
2 Place tie tack post, pad-first, into drilled hole.   
 
Carefully position the first, deepest of the three punches over the pin.  Be certain 
punch is centered. 
 
Use hammer: strike tool firmly, securing the finding by bringing a burr of metal 
toward the center pin while beginning to cover the pad.  Note: from this point on, 
the secure pin can hurt you- handle with care! 
 
3 Position the second of the three punches over the pin. 
Use the same hammer to strike the tool and push the metal down farther over 
the pad of the finding. 
 
 
 
4 Position the last, flattest of the three punches over the pin. 
 
Lightly, use a hammer to strike tool and burnish the metal down flat, hiding the 
finding’s pad beneath a layer of polished metal. 
 
 
5 Using a piece of abrasive pad, rotate around the pin, creating a shining, 
abraded finish. 
 
Now the pin is ready to attach!  
 
Finally, you are ready to attach the clutch to secure and protect 
against the sharp pin. 


